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Introduction 
This paper documents the interface offered by the ACPI Driver to other kernel-mode drivers. Only drivers that 
support IRP_MJ_PNP requests and IRP_MJ_POWER requests can use the ACPI driver interface. 

In general, this interface enables drivers to use the ACPI framework (control methods, ACPI Name Space, 
event handling, and the Global Lock mechanism). In particular, the interface offered by the ACPI Driver 
enables drivers to: 
• Run control methods found in the device driver’s device object in the ACPI name space. 
• Acquire and release the Global Lock; this enables a driver to synchronize with the system firmware. 
• Register for notification of proprietary device events. 
• Handle events associated with a general-purpose event (GPE) bit. 

 

Two Ways of Using the ACPI Driver Interface 
A driver uses the ACPI Driver interface in two different, but not mutually exclusive, ways. Both ways, listed 
below, are documented in this paper. 
• Initiate an IRP with a major function code of IRP_MJ_DEVICE_CONTROL that contains one of the 

IOCTL codes documented in this paper. 
• Use direct function calls. 

 

The IOCTLs, constants, and so on that are described in this paper are defined in acpiioct.h, which can be found 
in the Windows 98 DDK. 

Constraints on Using the ACPI Driver Interface 
There are some constraints on what a driver can do with the ACPI Driver interface. These constraints are 
shown in the following summary table. 

Using the Interface to… Type of Call Constraint 

Run a control method. Initiate an 
IRP_MJ_DEVICE_CONTROL 

The control method must be contained in 
the AML Device object that represents the 
device controlled by the calling driver. 
This constraint is discussed in the text 
following this table. 

Acquire and release the 
global lock. 

Initiate an 
IRP_MJ_DEVICE_CONTROL 

 

Register for notification of 
device events. 

Direct function call Driver can register for notification only on 
the AML Device object that represents the 
device the calling driver controls. Further, 
it can handle only device notification 
codes of 80h or higher. 

Handle events associated 
with a GPE bit. 

Direct function call Must use a dedicated GPE bit; cannot 
share a GPE bit with the operating system 
or the ACPI driver. Note that if a 
dedicated GPE bit is not available, a 
driver can instead register for notification 
of device events (as shown in the example 
Hot key driver scenarios below). 

 

Notice that a driver can use IOCTLs to run only certain AML control methods in the ACPI name space. The 
control method must be under the AML Device object in the name space that corresponds to the device the 
driver controls. For example, in the hypothetical name space below, the driver associated with the HKEY 
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device can run the control method \_SB.EIO.HKEY.INFO but cannot run the control method 
\_SB.EIO.PS2M.VAL0. 
\_SB 
 . 
 . 
 . 
 EIO      // Extended I/O Bus 
  . 
  . 
  . 
  HKEY    // Hot key Device Object 
   _HID   // Unique Device ID that enables the ACPI Driver 
       //   to enumerate the Hot key device   
   INFO   // Returns a bitmap that contains the data that 
       //   identifies which hot key was pressed  
   _HKGP   // Returns the index of the GPE bit the Hot key 
       //   device is associated with 
  PS2M    // PS2 Mouse Device 
   _HID   // Hardware Device ID 
   _STA   // Status of the PS2 Mouse device 
   _CRS   // Current Resource 
   VAL0   // Value-added control method 
 . 
 . 
 . 

 

Example Using a Hypothetical Hot Key Driver 
This section introduces a hypothetical device driver called MyDriver that uses the ACPI Driver interface. 
MyDriver controls a hot key device that can recognize the keystrokes or keystroke combinations (used 
particularly on a laptop) that enable the user to use the keyboard to:  
• Switch between the local LCD and an external CRT. 
• Increase or decrease audio volume. 

 

Notice that this example does not show hot keys used for requesting Power Off or Suspend because, on ACPI 
platforms, these requests are handled by standard ACPI mechanisms (which are defined in the ACPI 
Specification). 

Important: This example assumes the following: 
• On both Windows 98 and Windows NT 5.0, all hot keys must be entirely handled through proprietary 

drivers and applications. 
• For a hot key that switches between the local LCD and an external CTR to work requires exporting a new 

function from the miniport driver that is called when such events happen. This feature is not currently 
implemented. 

 

The ACPI Driver interface can be used in two different ways to accomplish MyDriver’s goals: 
• If a dedicated GPE bit is available, MyDriver can use the GpeConnectVector direct function call to 

associate the driver with the GPE bit, then the driver can handle events associated with that bit. 
• As an alternative, MyDriver can use the RegisterForDeviceNotifications function call to register a 

callback routine with the ACPI driver; this callback routine is invoked when AML code executes an AML 
Notify operation on the Hot key device. 

  

Each of these two techniques requires a somewhat different ACPI name space, as is shown below. 

Example Driver Setup and Event Handling Using a Dedicated GPE Bit 
An example ACPI name space that describes a hot key device that uses a dedicated GPE bit is shown below. 
The two phases of this process are described in this section: 
• During driver setup, MyDriver is loaded and executes the code that registers it as the handler of events on 

the GPE bit to which the hot key device is connected. This phase processes all the initialization code. 
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• Event handling is initiated when the user presses a hot key on the keyboard.  
 

This example is based on the following example ACPI name space: 
 
\_SB 
 . 
 . 
 . 
 EIO      // Extended I/O Bus 
  . 
  . 
  . 
  HKEY    // Hot key Device Object 
   _HID   // Unique Device ID that enables the ACPI Driver 
       //   to enumerate the Hot Key device   
   INFO   // Returns a bitmap that contains the data that 
       //   identifies which hot key was pressed  
   HKGP   // Returns the index of the GPE bit the hot key 
       //   device is associated with 
 . 
 . 
 . 

 

Driver Setup 
The steps in driver setup are: 

1. The unique ID in the _HID object causes the ACPI Driver, in its role as an enumerator, to load MyDriver. 
(For information about the _HID control method, see section 6.1.3 of the ACPI Specification.) 

When MyDriver is started, it initiates an IRP_MJ_DEVICE_CONTROL IRP with the IOCTL code of 
IOCTL_ACPI_EVAL_METHOD that runs the HKGP control method. (For more information about the 
control method evaluation IOCTLs, see “Using the ACPI Interface IOCTLs.”) Running the HKGP control 
method returns the index of the GPE bit to which the Hot Key device is connected. 

2. To get pointers to the direct call functions offered by the ACPI driver, MyDriver calls Query_Interface. 
This returns a pointer to the GpeConnectVector function. ACPI’s GUID must be used: IRP_MJ_PNP, 
IRP_MN_QUERY_INTERFACE 

3. MyDriver calls GpeConnectVector, using the bit index returned by evaluating the HKGP method as an 
argument. When this call returns, MyDriver’s callback routine is registered with the ACPI Driver to 
handle all events on that particular GPE bit. 

  

Event Handling 
The steps in the event handling are: 

 
1. The callback routine initiates an IRP_MJ_DEVICE_CONTROL request, with the IOCTL code The 

AsyncEval version must be used here.]This runs the INFO control method in the ACPI name space under 
the HKEY Device object. The INFO control method returns a bitmap that contains the information that 
identifies the hot key that was pressed. 

2. The callback routine interprets the bitmap and, based on that information, does one of the following: 
• Switches between the local LCD and external CRT. 
• Increases or decreases audio volume. 

 

Example Driver Setup and Event Handling Using Event Notification 
An example ACPI name space that describes a Hot key device that uses event notification is shown below. The 
two phases of this process are described in this section: 
• During driver setup, MyDriver is loaded and executes the code that registers the HKEY device for a 

device notification.  
• Event handling is initiated when the user presses a hot key on the keyboard.  

 

This example is based on the following example ACPI name space: 
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\_GPE 
 _L06     // Control method run to handle event on 
       //   bit 0x06 of the GPE register. This control 
       //   method contains the following ASL statement: 
       //     Notify (HKEY, x’80’) 
 . 
 . 
 . 
 
\_SB 
 . 
 . 
 . 
 EIO      // Extended I/O Bus 
  . 
  . 
  . 
  HKEY    // Hot Key Device Object 
   _HID   // Unique Device ID that enables the ACPI Driver 
       //   to enumerate the Hot Key device   
   INFO   // Returns a bitmap that contains the data that 
       //   identifies which hot key was pressed  

 . 
 . 
 . 

 

Driver Setup 
The steps in driver setup are: 

1. The unique ID in the _HID object causes the ACPI Driver, in its role as an enumerator, to load MyDriver. 
(For information about the _HID control method, see section 6.1.3 of the ACPI Specification.) 

2. To get pointers to the direct call functions offered by the ACPI driver, MyDriver calls Query_Interface. 
This returns a pointer to the RegisterForDeviceNotifications function.  

3. MyDriver calls RegisterForDeviceNotifications, passing in a pointer to PDO of the HKEY device and a 
pointer to the entry-point of the MyDriver’s notification call back routine. When this call returns, 
MyDriver’s notification call back routine has been registered with the ACPI Driver to handle device 
notifications for the HKEY device. 

  

Event Handling 
The steps in event handling are: 

1. When an event happens at GPE bit 6, the ACPI Driver runs the _L06 control method, which results in the 
HKEY driver’s registered device notification callback being called with a Notify value of X’80’. This 
routine can be called at DPC. 

2.  The AsyncEval version must be used since callback can run at DPC. 
3. The callback routine interprets the bitmap and, based on that information, does one of the following: 

• Switches between the local LCD and external CRT. 
• Increases or decreases audio volume. 

 

Using the ACPI Interface IOCTLs 
A kernel-mode driver sends an IOCTL to the ACPI driver by initiating an IRP_MJ_DEVICE_CONTROL 
request. The IOCTL codes recognized by the ACPI driver are listed in the following table. 

Notice that for the IOCTL_ACPI_EVAL_METHOD and IOCTL_ACPI_ASYNC_EVAL_METHOD IRPs, 
which are used to run a control method, that control method must be under the AML Device object in the 
ACPI name space that represents the device the calling driver controls. For more information about these two 
IOCTLs, see the topic “Using IOCTLs That Run Control Methods.” 
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